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Technical description
The project aims at further market integration within the long-term perspective of
the energy transition and subsequent need to develop interconnection capacity on
the French-Belgium border whilst alleviating Lonny-Achene-Gramme axis as
bottleneck. The reinforcement strategy consists of maximizing the potential of the
400kV interconnector Lonny-Achene-Gramme through the use of cost efficient
technologies such as PSTs and HTLS as well as the possibility to rebuild Lonny-
Achene-Gramme as a 2-circuit solution.  The bilateral study will determine the
appropriate implementation option and phasing of this implementation (for example:
first install a PST, then upgrade the line capacity), taking into account:
1) the optimization of flows between the 400kV interconnectors Avelin-Avelgem-
Horta & Lonny-Achene-Gramme
2) that by 2025 Lonny-Achene-Gramme is a structural bottleneck due to the
planned nuclear phase out in Belgium, and as such a first implementation step (for
example PST) is needed and
3) gain in efficiency in developing a structure with 2 circuits versus current structure
with 1 circuit on Lonny-Achene-Gramme.
With this project RTE and Elia investigate the possibilities to further develop
interconnection capacity on the FR-BE border, in line with the signals provided by
the 2030 interconnection target criteria as well as the identification of needs upon
2030 & 2040 scenario's, illustrating that higher power flows will emerge from future
production mixes with more RES. This project fits within the strategy to develop
cost efficient upgrades of the existing AC interconnectors in the CWE area.
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